
Threat Intel Enrichment  
and Correlation

We improve the efficacy of threat 
intelligence data and efficiently  

apply it to hypothesis-driven  
threat hunting to protect  

your environment.

24/7 Threat Hunting  
and Complete Response 

We proactively hunt and build new 
detection models through the power 

of artificial intelligence pattern 
recognition to drive new intelligence, 
containment and response actions.

Threat Intel Participation  
and Contribution  

Our team supports the ongoing 
fight against cybercrime through 

participation and sharing in  
the international counter  

threat community.

Our Threat Intelligence practice manages, creates and applies Threat Intelligence learnings across our customer base.  
Our Threat Intelligence platform correlates and enriches intelligence extracted from daily Security Operations Center  
(SOC) investigations and multiple third-party sources. Dedicated analysts leverage enriched threat data and new 
intelligence— ranging from malicious IP addresses, malware hashes, domains and more—to drive hypothesis driven  
hunts across our global customer base. This integrated threat intelligence and service support is part of our core  
eSentire Managed Detection and Response offering.

Threat Response Unit

Real-Time Threat 
Intelligence

Machine Learning 
Applications 

Elite Security 
Researchers

Rapid Threat 
Detection

Sophisticated Threat 
Hunting Tools

Threat Intelligence Tactical Threat Response Advanced Threat Analytics

www.esentire.com

Threat Intelligence Threat Intelligence 
eSentire Threat Response UniteSentire Threat Response Unit

https://www.esentire.com
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How does it work?

eSentire SOC 
Incidents

OSINT

Third-party 
Source

- Open source feeds

- Government sources

- Purchased subscriptions

- Industry associations 

Our 
Difference

Your 
Outcome

Dedicated and 
focused team

Intelligence  
experts as an 
extension of  

your team

Dynamic and 
applied TI

Your security posture is 
never static and keeps  

up with the  
threat landscape  

Proven track  
record 

Protection 
against never 

before  
seen threats 

Partnerships and 
participation

The network effect:  
integration and 

application of multiple 
third-party sources

eSentire has helped protect my business by being able to collect 
information from various sources and quickly filter to find the real threats.
– Network Administrator, large architecture firm 

Customer Quarterly Service Reviews

Daily and Weekly Threat Briefings

Threat Advisories

Webinars

Detection Content

Threat Hunts

Threat Intelligence Platform

Enrichment

Correlation

Automation

If you’re experiencing a security incident or breach contact us             1-866-579-2200

eSentire is the Authority in Managed Detection and Response, protecting the critical data and applications of 1200+ organizations in 75+ countries, 
representing 35 industries from known and unknown cyber threats. Founded in 2001, the company’s mission is to hunt, investigate and stop cyber threats 
before they become business disrupting events. Combining cutting-edge machine learning XDR technology, 24/7 Threat Hunting, and proven security 
operations leadership, eSentire mitigates business risk, and enables security at scale. The Team eSentire difference means enterprises are protected 
by the best in the  business with a named Cyber Risk Advisor, 24/7 access to SOC Cyber Analysts & Elite Threat Hunters, and industry-leading threat 
intelligence research from eSentire’s Threat Response Unit (TRU). eSentire provides Managed Risk, Managed Detection and Response and Incident  
Response services. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.


